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The accident at TEPCO's Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, which occurred in March 2011, became an unprecedented nuclear disaster. As a result, the forests, agricultural lands and oceans were contaminated extensively by radioactive cesium. In Iitate Village, Fukushima Prefecture, where evacuation continued after the nuclear power plant accident, decontamination work was carried out with thousands of workers for villagers’ return in the spring of 2017.

The authors entered the village three months after the nuclear accident and have tested several ways of agricultural revitalization by developing farmland decontamination methods that farmers can clean up by themselves with collaboration of local farmers, NPO members and researchers. As a result, the rice harvested in the test field passed the official inspection of Fukushima Prefecture in 2014. Despite many efforts of local people, we have not yet succeeded to dispel the anxieties of publics who mistrust that Fukushima's agricultural crops might contain radioactive cesium. Such a so called “harmful rumor” prevents from regenerating local agriculture. In this paper, we review our challenges of agricultural land remediation and renewal of agriculture by a collaboration between scholar and NPO, and propose the scenario of rural resurrection of Iitate village.
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Collaboration of local farmers, NPO members and researchers. This photo was taken after rice harvesting at Komiya, Iitate village, Fukushima on Oct. 6, 2013.